Field guides: Scientists bolster evidence of new physics in Muon g-2 experiment
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The experiment, Muon g-2 (pronounced Muon g minus 2), follows one that began in the '90s at DOE's Brookhaven National Laboratory, in which scientists measured a magnetic property of a fundamental particle called the muon.

The Brookhaven experiment yielded a result that differed from the value predicted by the Standard Model, scientists' best description of the makeup and behavior of the universe yet. The new experiment is a recreation of Brookhaven's, built to challenge or affirm the discrepancy with higher precision.

The Standard Model very precisely predicts the muon's g-factor—a value that tells scientists how this particle behaves in a magnetic field. This g-factor is known to be close to the value two, and the experiments measure their deviation from two, hence the name Muon g-2.

The experiment at Brookhaven indicated that g-2 differed from the theoretical prediction by a few parts per million. This miniscule difference hinted at the existence of unknown interactions between the muon and the magnetic field—interactions that could involve new particles or forces.

The first result from the new experiment strongly agrees with Brookhaven's, strengthening the evidence that there is new physics to discover. The combined results from Fermilab and Brookhaven show a difference from the Standard Model at a significance of 4.2 sigma (or standard deviations), slightly less than the 5 sigma that scientists require to claim a discovery, but still compelling evidence of new physics. The chance that the results are a statistical fluctuation is about 1 in 40,000.

Particles beyond the Standard Model could help to explain puzzling phenomena in physics, such as the nature of dark matter, a mysterious and pervasive substance that physicists know exists but have yet to detect.

Scientists from the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Argonne National Laboratory and Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, along with collaborators from 46 other institutions and seven countries, are conducting an experiment to put our current understanding of the universe to the test. The first result points to the existence of undiscovered particles or forces. This new physics could help explain long-standing scientific mysteries, and the new insight adds to a storehouse of information that scientists can tap into when modeling our universe and developing new technologies.

Scientists are testing our fundamental understanding of the universe, and there's much more to discover.

What do touch screens, radiation therapy and shrink wrap have in common? They were all made possible by particle physics research. Discoveries of how the universe works at the smallest scale often lead to huge advances in technology we use every day.
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"This is an incredibly exciting result," said Argonne's Ran Hong, a postdoctoral appointee who worked on the Muon g-2 experiment for over four years. "These findings could have major implications for future particle physics experiments and could lead to a stronger grasp on how the universe works."

The Argonne team of scientists contributed significantly to the success of the experiment. The original team, assembled and led by physicist Peter Winter, included Argonne's Hong and Simon Corrodi, as well as Suvarna Ramachandran and Joe Grange, who have since left Argonne.

"This team has an impressive and unique skill set with high expertise regarding hardware, operational planning and data analysis," said Winter, who leads the Muon g-2 contributions from Argonne. "They made vital contributions to the experiment, and we could not have obtained these results without their work."

To derive the muon's true g-2, the scientists at Fermilab produce beams of muons that travel in a circle through a large, hollow ring in the presence of a strong magnetic field. This field keeps the muons in the ring and causes the direction of a muon's spin to rotate. The rotation, which scientists call precession, is similar to the rotation of earth's axis, only much, much faster.

To calculate g-2 to the desired precision, the scientists need to measure two values with very high certainty. One is the rate of the muon's spin precession as it traverses the ring. The other is the strength of the magnetic field surrounding the muon, which influences its precession. That's where Argonne comes in.
reconstruct slices of the magnetic field and then derive a full, 3D map of the field in the ring. Field values at points on the map go into the g-2 calculation for muons passing through those locations. The better the field measurements, the more meaningful the final result.

The scientists also converted some of the analog signals used in the old experiment into digital signals to increase the amount of data they could obtain from the probes. This required complex engineering of the trolley's communications system to minimize disturbances to the sensitive probing mechanisms.

"It was quite challenging to make the trolley operate smoothly and safely. It required the control system to handle routine operations but also identify emergencies and react appropriately," said Hong, whose background in both scientific research and engineering was crucial for designing the trolley to operate with limited disruption to the experiment.

The team plans to upgrade the trolley system for the next data taking period to further improve the measurements by reducing the uncertainty bit by bit.

**Fine tuning**

In precision experiments like Muon g-2, the main objective is to reduce any systematic uncertainty or error that could affect the measurements.

"Measuring the raw numbers is relatively easy—figuring out how well we know the numbers is the real challenge," said Corrodi, a postdoctoral appointee in Argonne's High Energy Physics division (HEP).

To ensure the accuracy of the magnetic field measurements, the scientists calibrated the probes using Argonne's 4-Tesla Solenoid Facility, which houses a magnet from a former magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The magnet produces a uniform and stable magnetic field with over 400 times the strength of a refrigerator magnet.

Argonne scientists calibrated the probes in the trolley against readings from a probe that was designed and tested inside the solenoid magnet. This process ensures the probes each read the same measurement when in the same magnetic field and enables the scientists to make accurate corrections. The test facility allowed the scientists to achieve field measurements down to several parts per billion—like measuring the volume of water in a swimming pool down to the drop.

"In addition to calibrating the probes, we improved the field measurements by adjusting operation settings on the fly," said Corrodi, "During data analysis, we found some effects we did not expect."

When Corrodi and team saw glitches in the data, they investigated the system to pinpoint the cause. For example, certain devices in the ring focus the muon beam to keep it centered. These devices, however, slightly disrupt the magnetic field in the ring. The scientists designed a way to measure this effect in order to remove it from the analysis.

**Putting it all together**

The journey of the magnetic field data from probe to computer is complex. Corrodi, Hong and others configured the hardware and software to read the data from the field probes with the correct time and location stamps. They also had to make sense of the data, which start out in binary code, in order to integrate them with the common analysis framework for the experiment.

"We had to convert the raw data into something we could work with," said Hong, "and we were in charge of the data quality control, determining what flawed data to discard in the ultimate g-2 analysis."

Corrodi will lead the analysis team for the magnetic field, resolving conflicts with equipment and making sure the various teams in the experiment converge on the next result, said Winter. "You really need to understand the entire field analysis in order to reach our scientific goals."

**The future of muon experiments**

The first thing the scientists plan to do is to double-check the results.
"So far, the precision of the ultimate g-2 measurement is comparable to that of the Brookhaven experiment, but that is dominated by the fact that the data are limited so far," said Corrodi. "We have only analyzed 6% of the data we plan to take over the entire experiment. Those added data will reduce the uncertainty significantly."

The first result is also encouraging to scientists conducting other present and planned muon experiments, including a future g-2 experiment that will be conducted in Japan, and the next muon experiment at Fermilab—the Mu2e experiment. These projects are already using Argonne's Solenoid Facility to cross-calibrate their magnetic field probes with the ones used at Fermilab.

"There could be a renewed effort to look for muons at the Large Hadron Collider, searching for possible hints of the new physics behind the g-2 value," said Carlos Wagner, a theoretical physicist in Argonne's HEP, who works to try to explain these phenomena. "There could also be renewed interest in the construction of a muon collider, which could provide a direct way of checking this new physics."

Once scientists get a handle on this new physics, it may be able to inform cosmological and quantum mechanical models, or even help scientists to invent new technologies down the road—the next shrink wrap, perhaps.

The collaboration published a paper on the result in Physical Review Letters, titled "Measurement of the positive muon anomalous magnetic moment to 0.46 ppm." A paper on the magnetic field measurement was also published in Physical Review A, titled "Magnetic-field measurement and analysis for the Muon g—2 Experiment at Fermilab."

